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The final book in the exciting AMP series! With the captured Duke on ourside we now know why we

are constantly at war. This is it! The ultimatefight for Man&apos;s survival, for the freedom of many

galaxies, and allthose who inhabit them. Can a million years of wrongdoing be brought toan

end?Also available from this author:SODIUM SeriesA six-book series that takes Man from his first

encounter with aliens all the way to a fight for our all-out survival. Do we have what it takes to rule

the galaxy?AMP SeriesCast a thousand years into the future beyond SODIUM. This eight-book

series chronicles the struggles of Don Grange, a simple package deliveryman, who is thrust into an

unimaginable role in the fight against our enemies. Can we win peace and freedom after a thousand

years of war?OMEGA SeriesCast a thousand years into the future beyond AMP. The Alliance is

crumbling. When corruption and politics threaten to throw the allied galaxies into chaos, Knog

Beutcher gets caught in the middle. Follow along as our hero is thrust into roles that he never

expected or sought. Espionage, intrigue, political assassinations, rebellions and full-on revolutions,

they are all coming to Knog Beutcher&apos;s world!HADRON SeriesHADRON is a modern day

story unrelated to the SODIUM-AMP-OMEGA trilogy series. After scientists using the Large Hadron

Collider discover dark matter, the world is plunged into chaos. Massive waves of electromagnetic

interference take out all grid power and forms of communication the world over. Cities go dark, food

and water supplies are quickly used up, and marauders rule the highways. One group of citizens

takes a stand. Can they make a difference? And the devastating EM waves, where are they coming

from? After months of starvation, a benevolent species arrive in their spaceships to rescue the

Human race. Only, are they really so benevolent?ARMS SeriesARMS is set in the future after Earth

was nearing an apocalyptic event. Two competing colony ships were built, taking five million

inhabitants each through a wormhole to a pair of newly discovered planets. The planets were settled

and not long after the colonies looked to the surrounding star systems for ownership and expansion,

which led to a centuries long war between them. A truce was declared after the aggressor side

began to lose ground.Tawnish Freely and Harris Gruberg are genetically engineered Biomarines.

Their lives have been dedicated to fighting the war. They find themselves struggling to find work

among a population that fears them. Work is found only by delving into the delivery of illegal arms to

the outer colonies. Things go awry when they discover their illicit dealings may just be the catalyst

that brings back the Great War. They are determined to prevent that from happening.
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The eighth and final book in the AMP series was as riveting and entertaining for me as the first

seven. I say some bitterness as it's the series finale. Stephen Arseneault masterfully stitched AMP

with the prequel series SODIUM. I highly recommend reading through them in the order SODIUM,

AMP, then OMEGA as that's how the stories were written and progress, although I believe they are

each strong enough to stand on their own. I said much sweetness because I absolutely loved this

series, and the story continues in OMEGA.As a Professional Engineer with a heavy manufacturing,

R&D, electromagnetic (RF), and nuclear and electrical power background, I can sometimes be

overly critical, but I've found AMP to be very entertaining and the science and technology plausible.

The story in AMP had me fully immersed, and I thoroughly enjoyed the read.

I thought I had already written a review on AMP 8, guess it didn't take, here goes. A little

disappointed that the Duke wasn't confirmed to be destroyed, but that might open a whole another

can of worms, right. As you can tell I enjoyed the book very much. I'm just sorry that it came to an

end, but my wife will be happy, mo more 3 or 4 am. reading or LAMO in the middle of the night!sorry

Hon, but there were some real funny puns that made the series a little more human and realistic.



Hope other Sci-Fi readers love it as much as I have. I recommend you start with 1 thru 8 AMP to get

the big picture. I don't think you'll be sorry.

I read AMP 8: Armageddon right on the heels of AMP 7: The Core, which I felt was the

authorÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚â„¢s best effort to date and a hard act to follow especially when it would be a

series ending effort. While I have enjoyed all of the prior installments in the AMP and Sodium series,

AMP 8 was trying to tie up so many loose ends that at times the rich details were replaced with a

light dusting of comments on far too many events in quick succession. It seemed like channel

surfing at times, especially in the last half of the book.Here are a few examples:1) Don Grange and

Frig could travel millions of light years away to destroy thousands of enemy ships and return back to

where they started yet only a sentence or two were employed to describe the event.2) The

advantage between the Humans and the DukeÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚â„¢s forces see sawed back and forth

more like that of a pair of heavyweight boxers than what would be expected out of a battle on the

scale of the finale being fought in AMP 8.3) I was also amazed at the volume of fighters and battle

ships the Duke could muster. A million here and another million there with nothing more than a

mention just seemed like more than my brain could process without the exhaustive details the

author usually provides.After a few of these were stacked in quick succession I lost track of the

action and found myself getting disengaged from the story and trying to mentally map what was

going on. Bringing a series to a proper ending can be a challenge and I think that a simpler, less

over the top and chaotic ending with more detail may have provided a better read.With that said I

have to commend the author on the continued use of new ideas in space warfare. The introduction

of the cube formation that brings a series of space ships into geometric formation and effectively

bowls over the enemy was unexpected. The banter between Grange and the Duke served to make

the already unlikable droid even more irritating and his demise all the more anticipated. The author

again left the door open for the Duke to return in the future and also scored some points with me

when he found a creative way to reintroduce Frost back into the story after what seemed to be

certain death in an earlier battle. Overall I found AMP 8 to be entertaining and well worth the read. It

takes a keen focus through the chaos but you will be rewarded in the end; a solid 4 of 5 this time.

IÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚â„¢ve already purchased the first two books in the authorÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚â„¢s next

series called OMEGA and look forward to enjoying those as well.

I WISH I COULD GIVE THIS 10 STARS!What a wild ride this book was with plot twists around every

corner.. Stephen Arsenault took science and fiction, and blended them together so masterfully that I



truly believe not only is he the best up and coming sci-fi writer of this day and age, but I dare say all

the other great sci-fi writers would enjoy his stories themselves. He did a superb job in giving this

series the wonderful ending it so richly deserved...yet I wish so much that the series still had several

books left to write and read.I truly hope this wonderful story sees the big screen one day, as long as

they can keep the story line accurate and the integrity of the series intact.Now I await with great

anticipation the beginning of his next series. The only thing I would have asked him to change in

AMP 8 is that he give us a glimpse of his next book. You have spoiled me, Mr. Arsenault. Please do

always give us a taste of the next upcoming book.

Another great story, and finally we get to the end.... I would like to have had more info on how the

human race faired after ending the war with the Duke, but I am glad they finally found a period of

peace....And still, I have to voice my continuing complaint about the somewhat poor editing and

story continuity of the published novel. These books, as well as many other self published authors,

are rather poorly edited and story continuity has a lot to be desired. I do give this author great credit

for his very original and creative storyline, but if you are going to call yourself a professional writer,

your finished product needs to reflect a professional effort in all areas of publication.... Just my

opinion, but it is your job to make it a good product for your readers....

The last book in the AMP series does not disappoint. The story line comes to a close with very large

numbers of combatants aligned against the humans. Can they survive or, will they be destroyed?

Can Granger save the day or will he lose everything he has gained including his wife? This author

brings this series to a close with several climactic battles being fought at the same time. I really

enjoyed this series. If you like Space Opera then, this is the series for you!
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